
CROSS STEP WALTZ – SHADOW VARIATIONS 
 
 
He Goes into Shadow: he goes forward under his own left arm on 1-2-3, changing her 
RH into his RH and ending behind her and to her right.  
 
He-Goes-She-Goes Entrance into Shadow: Begin He-Goes-She-Goes. Then as she 
does the Outside Underarm Turn on the third bar he catches her R hand in his R, taking 
her L hand in Sweetheart position with a steadying lead, walking forward LOD on the 
4th bar, remaining at her right side. 
 
Traveling Swingout Entrance: On ct 2 of Traveling Swingout he places her R hand 
into his R. He may possibly cross trails behind her at the same time, traveling behind 
her to her left side. Cts 4-5-6 are simply walking fwd in Shadow pos. 
 
Exit from Shadow:  After moving to her left side, they progress forward 1-2-3, then he 
circles their joined L hands CW, turning her to her Right on 4-5-6, placing her LH on his 
shoulder in time to start a basic.   
 
Free Spin Exit from Shadow: On 4-5-6 he starts a Follow's Underarm Turn then 
releases her into a free spin halfway to her right to face him and take closed waltz 
position. If he had foot-fudged, fudge at this time to re-start Cross-Step Waltz 
on his R foot. 
 
Face-Loop Exit from Shadow: Same footwork but his L hand loops her head, loops 
his own head, then drops her R hand onto his R shoulder. He lets go of R hands as 
she's turning then takes her in waltz position with that free R arm. 
 
Shadow Walk: He remains at her left or right side traveling forward LOD. 
 
Follow’s Side Slips: He may gently pass her from one side to the other, and back 
again, at any time. 
 
Shadow Wheel: A runaround in place with her circling forward CCW around him, by 
traveling forward 6 steps. 
 
Reverse Shadow Wheel: This can also be done with her at his left side and going 
forward CW around him. 
 
Both turns may also have the leader circle fwd around the follower, if he is gentle in not 
pulling her back. 
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